BTS Coasting , BTS e-SIS , BTS my e-SIS
1. BTS Coasting , BTS e-SIS , BTS my e-SIS are information tools for ship brokers and ship
owners, tailor made to meet the needs of these special interest groups. Subscribers can send
and receive messages via BTS Coasting and BTS e-SIS using a PC and Internet connection.
2. BTS Coasting (email service) and BTS e-SIS and/or BTS my e-SIS (web service) may only be
used to exchange information about ship related topics and subscribers must limit their use
of the service to these topics. Subscribers may only send messages that enhance the
purpose of the service and benefit the other subscribers. BTS reserves the right to delete any
messages that do not meet these conditions. This decision is final.
3. Subscribers
3.1 The minimum subscription period is one (1) year.
3.2 To ensure that only relevant and good quality information is provided, only registered
ship brokers or ship owners are allowed to become subscribers. Before joining, these
companies must have existed for at least 6 months or set up by an experienced ship broker.
3.3 To protect the quality of the service, applicants must complete an application form and
submit this to BTS along with suitable supporting documentation. New applicants can test
the services for a maximum period of three (3) months consecutively. If, during these three
(3) months, existing members have objections against an application, the application may be
rejected by BTS, to its sole discretion.
3.4 Rejected candidates may re-apply for membership after a period of six (6) months
provided that they have made a useful and positive contribution to the service in that time.
During the six month period BTS will permit the candidate to use the service as a one-wayparticipant. One-way-participants can send messages via BTS Coasting and /or BTS e-SIS, BTS
my e-SIS ,but cannot receive any messages. These messages are paid for on a per
message/country basis.

